Dosbarth Teifi a Dosbarth Caerdydd
Week Ending: Friday 25th May 2018

Annwyl Rhieni/ Dear Parents,
After investigating the properties of 2D shapes , we started off the
week by investigating the properties of 3D shapes. Both classes looked
for examples of 3D shapes inside and outside of the school building. We
also constructed nets of pyramids, cones, cylinders and cubes. In ICT,
we created a power point , highlighting the particular properties of 3D
shapes.
We have been reflecting and translating shapes in different quadrants
using co-ordinates and symmetry.
As part of our continuing work on Beast Creator, we have been creating
our own encyclopaedia pages. We began with an introductory paragraph,
moving onto a more specific, detailed paragraph and included a labelled
diagram using Book Creator. Next, we added further facts and a
glossary explaining any scientific terminology.
In science, we watched BBC Bitesize clips in order to understand
lifecycles of plants and animals, culminating in a quiz. We saved our
information into our Pupil Data folders.
Following last Thursday’s #Crafternoon, we have been painting our
flour/water paste resist pictures and removing the outline. Our willow
framed minibeasts are currently covered in tissue paper and making
their way onto the walls and windows of both classrooms.

Class Information

Spelling
Spellings will continue on Tuesdays. Please can you ensure that pupils bring
their spelling books back on Tuesday for the new words to be added. It would
be beneficial if you would sign the page to acknowledge that the spellings have
been learnt. House points are awarded for books returned and signed.
Reading Books
It is important to listen to your child read as often as possible. This will help
them further develop their oracy skills and vocabulary. Please could you
ensure that Home Reading books are brought into school at least once per
week.
Home Learning
Thank you for the fantastic home learning that has been coming into school .
If pupils could continue to complete the shaded squares, and then choose any
of the other activities on the grid in addition to these.
Sunflowers have been sent home for half term. Why not plant them in the
garden and continue to monitor its development?

Have a lovely half term and see you in June!
Mrs. Davies and Mr. Richards.

